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~icaJ Disk Libraries: Viable 
As Mass Storage Systems? 
by 
Willian Gieske 
ABSmACI' 
Mass storage systems a1erged nearly two decades ago to 11.oot the 
neoo for large capacity machine-referenceable storage beyood that 
afforded to host ca:1piters by local disk storage. 
provided pennanent and safe storage with autanated access for files not 
airrently active. 
In spite of the obvic:us necrl for mass storage syste?S, and the 
entrance of many such systems into the marketplace, mass storage systan 
users ranained unsatisfied with whatever mass storage solution vendors 
offered. This was so for two reasons. First, the technology an which 
these syste?S was based conti.rrued to evolve at a rapid pace, thereby 
rendering as ol::solete syste?S barely introduced into the marketplace. 
Secood, user reguiranents were unclear; vendors were not convinced that 
a sufficient 01staner base existed to warrant the expense of product 
devel.oprent. Users necrling mass data storage capacity were obliged to 
develop application specific mass storage syste?S using varic:us mass 
storage devices available over tine. 
Several key developnents have ocairred in the past several years 
that make it possible for a truly general-p.irpose mass storage systan 
to be developed. te:e:e: 11enbers have labored diligently to define a 
reference roodel for such a mass storage systan. They also have 
surveyed the user camunity to define user requiremants. Optical disk 
technology has been under intense devel.opnent for over two decades; 
data storage devices using this technology are finally reaching 
maturity. ~ical disk drives using write once, read many optical 
11edia are ca111ercial.ly available now; erasable 11edia will be available 
in one or two y~rs. The canbination of this technology with robotics 
technology makes . possible the creation of an autanated mass storage 
device capable of storing hmdreds of gigabytes of data. Vendors are 
aterging in the marketplace with these device incorporated into what is 
indecrl a true, turnkey mass storage systan. 
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Optical Disk Libraries: Viable 
A9 Mass Storage Systers? 
by 
Williclll Gieske 
A1BIR1CI' 
Mass storage systars arerged nearly two deca3es ago to 11£Ct the 
ncxrl for large capacity machine-referenceable storage beyood that 
afforded to host carplters by local disk storage. Such systems 
provided permanent and safe storage with autanated access for files not 
a.trrently active. 
In spite of the obvio 1s ncxrl for mass storage systems, and the 
entrance of many such systsrs into the marketplace, mass storage system 
users remainoo unsatisfied with whatever mass storage solution vendors 
offered. This was so for two reasoos. First, the technology on which 
these sys~ was based contimled to evolve at a rapid pace, thereby 
rendering as obsolete systsrs barely introducerl into the marketplace. 
Secood, user requiranents were unclear; vendors were not convinced that 
a sufficient o istaner base existed to . warrant the expense of product 
developrent. Users ncxrling mass data storage capacity were obliged to 
develop application specific mass storage systems using varia.JS mass 
storage devices available over tllTlB. 
Several key developnents have occurred in the past several years 
that make it possible for a truly general-pirpose mass storage system 
to be developed. te:e:e: members have labored diligently to define a 
reference roodel for such a mass storage system. They also have 
surveyed the user camunity to define user requiranents. Optical disk 
technology has been under intense developrent for over two deca3es; 
da~ storage devices using this technology are finally reaching 
maturity. Optical disk drives using write once, recd many optical 
rredia are ca111erciaJ ly available IlC11l; erasable 11.edia will be available 
in one or two years. The canbination of this technology with robotics 
technology makes possible the creaticn of an autanated mass storage 
device capable of storing hundreds of gigabytes of data. Vendors are 
a1erging in the marketplace with these device incorporated into what is 
indeed a true, turnkey mass storage systan. 
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Mass storage systens e1erged nearly two d~es ago to rreet the 
necx3 for large capacity machine-referenceable storage beyond that 
afforded to host cn11p.1ters by local disk storage. such systems 
provided pennanent and safe storage with autanated access for .. files not 
airrently active. 
In spite of the obvioos necrl for mass storage systems, and the 
entrance of many such systems into the marketplace, mass storage systan 
users :cenained unsatisfied with whatever mass storage solution vendors 
offered. This was so for two reasons. First, the technology an which 
these systems was based cantirrued to evolve at a rapid pace, thereby 
rendering as oooolete systans barely introduced into the marketplace. 
Second, user requiranents were unclear; vendors were not convinced that 
a sufficient 01starer base existed to warrant the expense of product 
developnent. Users necx3ing mass data storage capacity tJere obliged to 
develop application specific mass storage systems using varioos mass 
storage devices available over tine. 
Several key develop1ents have ocairred in the past several years 
that make it possible for a truly general-p.itpose mass storage systen 
to be developed. 1e:e:e: 11enbers have labored diligently to define a 
reference 11odel for such a mass storage systen. They also have 
surveyed the user camunity to define user requirenents. · Optical disk 
technology has been under intense develop1ent for over two d~es; 
data storage devices using this technology are finally reaching 
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maturity. q,tical disk drives using write cnce, read many optical 
11B3ia are camercially available na,,; erasable 11B3ia will be available 
in cne or b«:> years. 'lbe ca1binaticn of this technology with robotics 
technology makes possible the creaticn of an autanated mass storage 
device capable of storing hmdI"OOs of gigabytes of data. Vendors are 
a1erging in the marketplace with these device incorporated into what is 
indeed a true, turnkey mass storage system. 
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'Im data processing camunity has Ilcmed for d~es pennanent 
and safe large capacity machine-referenceable storage beyood that 
afforded to host carpiters by local disk storage. niring the cairse of 
the last two d~es mass storage devices based on variois storage 
technologies have b:el mtroduced into the marketplace. Mass storage 
systen users, however, remained largely unsatisfied with whatever mass 
storage solution vendors offered. Instead, users rrore often than not 
simply accepted well-managed tape libraries as the solution to their 
mass data storage needs. 
Mass storage systsrs have b:el marginally successful in the 
marketplace for two reasons. First, these systans were based on 
technologies that were canti.rruing to evolve at a rapid pace, or worse 
yet, that were being rendered obsolete by newer technologies. Second, 
vendors coosidered user requirsnents to be unclear, and were not 
convinced that a sufficient market existed to justify their developtent 
r 
and support of a product. 
Those users whose mass data storage needs precluded the use of 
tape libraries, either beca1se of the sheer volute of data or because 
of the 11ethod of acx:ess required to that data, were forced to develop 
their own mass storage These 
devices available at the time, as well as whatever other ca111ercial. 
carp:nents ttEre available. What hardware or software that wasn '· t 
. available was developed in-hcuse. 
3 
What resulted was an applicaticn- . 
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sp)Cific mass storage systan. 
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" 
It was patently obvia,s that there was a need to store large 
volutes of data, beyad local disk capacity. niring this time 1 t also 
~.e obvia1s that many users were expending caisiderable effort and 
naiey to develop applicaticn-specif ic mass storage systa1s. Clearly, a 
general-pitpose, turnkey mass storage system was ncxx:ie:d. 
The I e:e:e: has, in the past five years, undertaken several efforts 
to encairage entrance of such a system into the marketplace. First, 
they surveyed the user camunity to define user's requirements. 
Seccnd, they devel~ a basic reference 11odel defining 1™ a mass 
storage system shail.d work. VariCllS picneers of mass storage system 
cootrib.Ited to this process. 
Ole caiitiooal element was necx:led before a truly general-pirpose 
mass storage system calld becane a reality: a technology ai which to 
base this system. The time hid care for that as well. By the mid-
1980 's, optical recording and reading techniques, under intense 
developnent for decades, were finally reaching maturity. Write once, 
read many optical m:rlia is nClll ca111ercially available. Erasable 
This technology, 
crupled with a simple rolx>t transport rrechanism, makes possible a 
"jukebox" style optical disk library unit capable of storing hundreds 
of gigabytes of data. 
· Olrrent optical 1nedia, because of its write-cnce nature, is 
unlike any storage 11edia now in existence. Optical disk drives do not 
possess the sane perfonnance characteristics as Winchester drives. 
Therefore, hardware cootrollers and device drivers nust be devel~. 
4 
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of the 11edia are not known, 1n 
AJ 1 of these ela1aents, bra1ght together, make possible a bcna 
fide• mass storage device. Several vendors are now arerging in the 
market place with what awear to be true, general-pirpose mass storage 
systaus, based en these devices. Whether the user camunity will 
acx:ept then as such retains to be seen. It also remains to be seen as 
tme passes whether these devices will perform satisfactorily as mass 
storage devices, and in partiaiJ ar, whether the 11edia is suitable for 
loo.g-teim data storage. 
-- tentative state of optical 1nedia technology, 
and the unproven mass storage systels based an this technology, it 
appears the solution to mass data storage nEms is here. Even shalld 
initial entries fail in the marketplace, the expertise, 11a1entun, and 
technology aboJnd to overcane initial faltering. The age of general-
I11rpose, turnkey mass storage systels has care. 
5 
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A Definition 
A mass storage system can be defin.Ed as "the largest capacity and 
least cost-per-bit machine-referenceable storage available to a 
carp.iter system,1" "a level of storage beyond the local disk storage of 
host carplters, where files not 01rrently active can be safely and 
pennan.ently stored.2" The mass storage system can serve a single 
ca1plter systan, or act as a file server for many, dissimilar systers, 
th.ls functioning as a centralizerl storage systan. The mass storage 
systan "rrust be capable of storing naned strings of bits unconstrained 
by size or structure, such as those imposerl by the file 
systan of any catplter systan. 311 
line storage withcut h.Jnan interventicn;4 the 11edia data storage 
1 M. Willian Collins and Stephen w. Mi J J er, "Toward A Reference 
t«ldel of Mass storage Systers," Digest of Papers, Proc. Seventh 1e:e:e: 
Syinp:siun an Mass Storage Systers, November 1985, p. 3 (1985). 
2 Willian Collins and Stephen w. Miller, "M3S Generic t«ldel: A 
Beginning, " Digest of Papers, Prcx::. Sixth I e:e:e: Symposiun an Mass 
Storage Systers, June 1984, p. 3 (1984). 
3 Collins and Miller, "Toward A Reference M:>del of Mass Storage 
Systers," p. 3. 
4 Ann u. Kerr and Claytal T. Johnson, "User Requirauents: Results 
of a Mass storage Survey," Di~ of Papers, Proc. Fifth re:e:e: Symposiun 
en Mass Storage Systans, o:±cir 1982, p. 114 (1982). 
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fliJJy autanated rEm/write statiais.s A tape library is not, in the 
meaning set forth herein, a mass storage systan, altlnlgh mamial.l.y 
. ••:...... sed tape libraries that include file t and tape manage-
ment systa1s historically have often be referral to as such.6 They 
have bocn, however, the 11ost cr..1111m storage system for large quantities 
of data. 7 
A IIDre general description of mass storage is "an external 
storage device capable of storing large arnm.ts of data.811 A systan is 
understood within the data processing camunity to be a given set of 
canpanents that interact to accanplish sate PJipose. The aupbasis here 
is that the mass storage system is just that, a system -- it is I1Dre 
than just large capacity data storage. Mass storage systars have not 
been successful in the marketplace. Vendor offerings have typical J y 
Significant software and 
hardware developnent or integraticn effort by the user of such 
"systars" was required. As a result, developed systats tended to be 
application specific, therefore not car11erciaJ J y marketable. 
History In A Paragraph (Al.roost) 
The necxI for mass storage systers was identified al.m:>st two 
5 Erik o. J_. Salru, "~ign Philosophy of Mass storage Systers-
the Evoluticn of the Applicaticn," ~ of P~rs, Proc. Fifth te:E:e: 
Syinposiun on Mass Storage Systars,ber 1982, p. 9 (1982). 
6 Collins and M1JJer, IIToward ·A Reference t«:>del of Mass Storage 
Systers,.11 p. 3. 
·7 Willian Collins and Stephen w. MiJJ·er, "MSS Generic t«:>del.: A 
Beginning, " p. 3 • 
_ 8 webster's N9Morld Dictionary of Cl;Jipiter Tems, OJ11pila:l by 
Iaura Darcy and Icuise Bostai, (1983), p. 160. _ · 
7 
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deca!es ago; several systars were .inplaaented in the late 1960's to 
11eet this need. 'lhe 11ost notable of these were the Depat bnent of 
Defenses' TABI.£N system and the systa1s of the Atanic Energy Clmnissiai 
Laboratory-Berkeley and Livet11ore 
Laooratories. F.ach of these instaJ J atioos ha3 to develop these mass 
storage systans using available mass storage devices. Fach us~, in 
part or in total the lFN 1360 Photo-Digital Store, which used 
photographic chips.9 
The IBM 1360 mass storage device was one of six such devices 
existent in the marketplace in 1972. It appeared then that mass 
storage was a reality and that each canp.1ter vendor ca.tl.d develop a 
system-specific mass storage systan using any of these devices. A 
decade later, ooly one, the Autanated Tape Library, was rurrentl y being 
marketed. Falr of these devices were magnetic-tape baserl systsrs, the 
other two were optical systars.10 
Primarily, these systan failerl to survive because they were not 
technically feasible; storage technology cantimled to change in the 
ensuing years. And, a decade latter, mass storage systan users sti J J 
weren't fully satisfied.~with airrent mass storage solutions and were 
' ,, 
looking for new technological approaches such as optical disk.11 
cne constant anidst this change was the n.ecd to mechanically 
9 Collins and Miller, "Toward A Reference t.t:x:lel of Mass Storage 
Systars," p. 3. 
10 John c. Davies, "Mass Storage Systan: A 01rrent Analysis," 
= 9f Papers, Proc. Fifth re:e:e: Symposiun en Mass storage Systars, 
r 1982, p. 15 (1982). 
11 Ibid., pp. 15, 16. 
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the storage 11a:Jia. 'lb1s limita:l the kind of data that was 
appropriate to store en a mass storage systan to data sed infre-
quently - less than 5 tilres per day. Data ; .. ::.-, 
retained an magnetic disk. Growth in the runber of disk drives was 
. 
dranatic betwo:n 1972 and 1982, due to the significant increase in the 
denand for larger storage systars.12 
In 1982, frur mass storage devices were available: the Braegen 
Autanata:l Tape Library, the 1 EN 3850, the MASmm M860, and the CH:< 
SlideStore. The IlM 3850 was the predaninant device, with an installed 
base ten til1es greater than its closest rival, the Autanata:l Tape,/· 
Library.13 
The first three devices were magnetic tape-based systems; the 
Autanata:l Tape Library used conventional one-half inch magnetic tape, 
while the other two used tape cartridges. All three anployed an 
autanatic tape loading device of sare fonn, and provided storage 
capacity in the range of 440 to 472 gigabytes using tape cartridges or 
1000 gigabytes using tape reels. The 01EX SlideStore, the newest entry 
in the mass storage market, was based an optical 11e1ory teclnology 
.similar to airrent optical disk technology, using a glass plate 11oved 
aba.tt an a table. It provided over 800 gigabytes of storage.14 
By 1986, the TIM 3850 was no longer being marketa:l. Indcxx3, it 
is IlM's opinion that rurrent direct access storage devices (offered by 
12 Ibid., p. 15. 
13 Ibid., p. 16. 
14 Ibid., pp. 16 - 18. 
9 
than) are a repl.aca1ent for such mass storage devices .15 If the other 
three have not yet suca11tm to optical disk technology, it is 
inevitable that they will. 
MJre Recent Develop1ents 
O Vendor, Vendor, Where For Art Thai? 
While the ncaI for a truly archival mass storage systen scate:i 
obvia1s to the user camunity, vendors weren't cxnvinced that a suffi-
cient 01sta1er base existed to justify the expense of product devel.op-
nent and support. Also lacking was a clear product definiticn; user 
applicatioos and storage ncxx:is for mass storage systais were diverse 
and diffioiJt to characterize. User requiranents were unclear as to 
their nature, as to what was desirerl with respect to hardware and 
software characteristics of future mass storage systsrs, and as to how 
future systers wall.d be integraterl into carpiting enviraments. Of 
partioiJar interest to vendors was the size of the potential mass 
storage market .16 
Sale 1renbers of 1e:e:e: coo.ducted a survey in 1982 "in an atte1pt to 
identify a representative user grrup, define a basic set of user 
requira1ents, and profile the potential market .17" The hope was that 
11ca111cn requirements across a spectnm of user applicatioos as they 
15 Discussion with IEN Sales Representative. 
16 Kerr and Johnson, "User Requira1tents: Results of a Mass Storage 
Survey I II P• 112. , 
I 
17 Ibid., p. 112. 
10 
relate to desired product characteristics" co1Jd be idElltified.18 '!he 
survey was disseminated to individuals or corporations en a variety of 
mailing lists; the r8SfX)IlSes received were diverse enrugh to be reascn-
ably representative of the user canrunity. The follCMing two seclioos 
are a highlight of the survey results that speak to the use and 
expected perfonnance of mass storage systems. 
. Users In Waiting 
Of significance is that two-thirds of the survey respondents did 
not currently have a mass storage system. Reasons for not having a 
mass storage system installed at the time all had to do with the short-
canings of airrent mass storage systats. Prospective users required 
that the mass storage systan provide larger storage capacity, lc:Mer 
cost storage, improved performance, reduced operational costs, and 
improved connectivity. Nothing dananding, mind yc:u, just sane simple 
requests! 
Of those respondents who had mass storage systats, the major 
application for the systan was storage of general-p.irpose scientific 
information (predaninantly), follCMed by structured data base and 
nultiple-application use (i.e. no single application was being served 
by the mass storage systan) . Respondents who foresaw tuying a mass 
storage system in the ensu:lng year or two anticipated that the systan 
watl.d be used for nultiple applications (major intended use), then for 
storing data base applications, and autanation of off-line libraries. 
Based on these cu.rrent and projected uses, mass storage systats will be 
,.1 
18 Ibid., p. 112. 
11 
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ex~Led to serve in the following applicatiais: nultiple-applicatiai 
use, strucb1red data bases, general-p1tpose scientific, and autanated 
off-line libraries. This is the ranked order of 01rrent or foreseen 
applicatiais when coosidering all respooses. 
The en-line disk capacity of respondents ranged fran a little 
over 1. 2 gigabytes to over 80 gigabsjtes, with the average capacity 
ranging beu«Xn s and 80 gigabsjtes . en-line library capacity, 1. e. 
data available by autanated access, ranged fran less than 12 gigabsjtes 
to over 800 gigabsjtes, with the average capacity ranging fratt 200 to 
400 gigabsjtes. Off-line library capacity (marrually accessed data) 
ranged fran less that 25 gigabsjtes to over 800 gigabytes, with the 
largest concentration over 800 gigabytes. tape is 
usro prroaninantly (eighty-nine percent) for off-line storage. 
What Users want 
Mass storage system3 typically are used for archival storage 
("The storage of data in an unchangeable fo:cm for future 
reference.19 11 ) • The question then is: "Hew long will the data be 
stored?". The majority of respondents indicated they intended to store 
the data for anywhere fran frur to over sixteen years, with a strong 
concentration in the fair to eight year range, and an equal J y strong 
concentration in the over sixteen years range. 
About half of the respondents wcul.d prefer to see vendors supply 
a hlrnkey storage system, meaning a f11J Jy integrated hardware and 
software system providing canplete data and space managa1ent 
19 Ibid., p. 119. 
. . ,, . "",. ' 
capabilities as well as data networking facilities, both loc,tJ and 
ra1cte. Another fanth of the resf.(ments wants! storage~~ 
level functions; the vendor wculd provide the ability to manage the 
physical storage devices and an interface to provide data access. Chly 
ten percent were willing to acx:ept a systen providing primitive 
attadrnent. This, unfortunately, is the state of rrcist mass storage 
systens today, partiail ary those optical disk libraries entering the 
marketplace in the past year. 
Three-fanths of the respondents want a system that can camuni-
cate with other systers ~ sare fonn of networking. Expected trans-
mission speoos varierl, depending on the proximity of the systen to 
other hosts en the network. Respondents expectations appearerl to be 
influenced to sate degree ~ their airrent network's perfomence 
(reasonable, as the mass storage system will rrost likely be expected to 
camunicate with hosts an an existing network) . NlJlerOJS network 
This points ait one of the 
standard exists, there~ canpamding the task of providing network:ing 
capabilities. A third of the respondents required file access only 
over the network, while forty percent required both file access and 
record access. 
The survey also queried respondents as to short range and long 
range storage capacity requiratents. Responses on-short range capacity 
requiranents ranged fra11 less that 25 gigabytes to 1600 gigabytes, with 
a heavy concentration in the range of less that 25 gigabytes up to 200 
gigabytes. IaJ.g range capacity requiranents ranged fran less that 25 
13 
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gigabytes up to 6400 gigabytes; 200 to 400 gigabytes and over 
representing the heaviest cxxicentraticn. Expected areas of (archive) 
data growth were general-p.trpOSe scientific, data capture (en-line 
retention of rul.k data such as tel.a1etry or seisnic data) , and office 
files. 
By 1987, respondents expected the mass storage system to provide 
access to the first record in a file in 1 second (file access time); 
once a file hGd been openerl, records in that file shcul.d be accessible 
in abcut 20 mi J J isecands (10,000 bit rec::ords. ) A data transfer rate of 
3 megabits per second (11Edian; average was 15.2 11egabits) was expected, 
with a sustained transfer rate of data fran llllltiple files of 3 
rnegabits ( again, the 111edian; the average was 33 11egabits) • 
Two-thirds of those responding expected an unrecoverable bit 
error rate equal to or better than magnetic tape (equal to: twenty-six 
---~"----
/,/ ~ 
percent; better than: thirty-eight percent) . Over ninety -percent \ 
expected undetected read errors equal to or better than magnetic tape 
(thirty-two percent and sixty percent respectively). Read-after-write 
data verificaticn was required by sixty percent of the respondents. 
The expected total service life for a partioiJar implanentation 
of a mass storage system is at least five years (twenty-one percent) 
with another sixty percent of the respondents wanting a system with a 
service life of seven years ( thirty percent) or greater ( forty 
Abcut three-fairl:hs of the respondents expect the storage 1nedia 
to be ra1ovable. The desired nedia capacity ranged ··fran .a to 1.6 
gigabytes per volute. They., expected to store anywhere fran less than 
14 
12.s gigabytes up to over 800 gigabytes of data off-line; the largest 
mmber of respooses were clustered in the 50 to 400 gigabytes range. 
The re1ovability of storage was aes·itm to provide cKlditiaial. storage 
capacity (thirty-two percent) or to assist in disaster recovery 
planning (thirty-frur percent). 
Abalt ha] f of the t.eSfX)lldents expecl:Erl to make m1n1rnal changes to 
the data cnce it was written. The max.inun length of tine data was 
expecterl to be retained on-line as written and still be of value varioo 
between two extra1es: zero to two years, at forty-two percent, and fcur 
to eight years and over ( twenty percent and twenty-one percent, 
respectively). Off-line retention of originally written data (implying 
retention beyond its an-line life (?)) rangerl over three perioos of 
tine: fair to eight years, twenty-three percent, eight to sixteen 
years, twenty-three percent, and over sixteen years, thirty percent. 
Over half expect stored data to be available for over ten years. 
The mass storage systan wrul.d be expected to be available at 
least ninety-five percent of the tirre (fifty-two percent), with another 
twenty percent of the respondents expectmg the systan to be available 
ninety-nine percent of the tirre. The lc:MeSt data availability level 
acceptable for mass storage systan data r8llliring the least atnlllt of 
availability was for at least ninety percent of that data to be 
available ninety percent of the tirre with at least seventy-five percent 
of the.systen•s stated perfonnance regµirements. The highest data 
availability level for mass storage systen data requiring the highest 
atnlllt of avajlability was for at least ninety-five percent of the data 
to be available ninety-six percent of the tirre with at least 90 percent 
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of the systan' s statal perfonnance requira1B1ts. These percentages 
represent the 118.iian of the • 
Is That AJJ Ya.i've Got? 
It is clear that airrent and prospective users know what they 
expect fran a mass storage systan. It is also evident that their 
requiranents span a diversity of expectatioos. can any ooe vendor 
offer a systan acceptable to the masses? canpratdsed standards (i.e. 
umet ncxx3s or expectatioos) will be in order for sane, while be] ls and 
whistles will neoo to be tolerated by others. It is this diversity of 
requira1ents that drives a user into undertaking the task of developing 
their own mass storage systan, piecing together hardware and software 
canpanents fran varicus vendors with o:aupanents they had to develop. 
It is also this diversity of requirarents that scares vendors rMay fran 
attanpting to offer a mass storage systan. 
Optical recording technology appears to be a1erging as the 
storage technology for the next generation of mass storage hardware. 
Several vendors offer optical disk drives; several roore have 
incorporated these into "jukebox-like" library units. But, general-
p.irpose mass storage systans based an optical recording technology are 
just anerging in the marketplace fran a handful of vendors. In the 
interim, what is available with respect to proven technology is 
dwindling, leaving a greater void than ever in the arena of mass 
storage systans. 
Vendors now entering the market place, or SCXlll to do so, are 
bringing to market products generalized fratt systa1s they developed for 
specific applicatioos, based ai their understanding of what users want 
16 
and what, therefore, will be sucx:essful. in the marketplace. 
bla,e than? They are, after all, not non-profit organizatiais 
(althalgh cne or two have yet to run 1n the black!). The suitability 
of each's offering as a general-pitpose mass storage systen will be 
attested to by users' recepticn of it. What they are offering is based 
largely an their experience in developing a mass storage systen for a 
partiaiJ ar application. No drubt they understand the beast in 
questicn; the vote is oot as to whether users will perceive the beast 
to be ha.lse-trainable. 
...~ 
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Haf !kl we Get There Fl.an Here? 
The I e:e:e: survey sufficiently clarified user requiranents and 
desired hardware and software characteristics, and daronstrated that 
there indOOO was a potential mass storage market. Five years have 
passed since that survey was canducterl; new generaticn mass storage 
systars are IlQtl just a1erging. Why the delay? 
In large part the delay is attribJ.table to the lack of a viable 
storage technology. Magnetic-based technology was foond wanting as far 
as mass storage systems were coo.cemed. Its successor, optical record-
ing technology, was faltering in the wings. Write-once optical 
technology has rrore or less reached the point of ~ing a mature 
technology; erasable optical technology will beca1e so in another year 
or two. Optical technology-based mass storage systems are therefore 
famdoo en an alnDst stable rut definitely yet-to-be-proven technology, 
tirus making than too big a risk for all bJ.t the bravest of sruls 
willing to be on the "blcxrling edge" of technology. 
There is rrore to the story, however, than just the lack of viable 
recording technology. Most mass storage systems in existence up to 
1982 didn't start rut as a systan - they star-too rut as hardware 
catp:)IlSlts (and possibly software canponents) which, with enoDlnlS 
effort an the part of the user, were woven into a systan in the true 
sense of the word. A systan tailored to the user's application -- a 
systan unsuited to general-p.irpose use. This obvioosly was to be 
expected. Fach user was willing to p.it forth such effort because their 
need warranted it. 
The I e:e:e: survey dsoonstrated a cl.ear n.eoo for mass storage, and 
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the existence of a market for it; yet, in the five years since the 
surveJ, 11ore systsrs left the marketplace than entered it. While the 
1 e:e:e: surveJ served to clarify requiranents and expectations, it alone 
was not enwgh to get vendors 11oving. The develop1ent effort was 
"significant", the risks "trerendc:us", and the prospect of success 
"questicnabl.e. " 
Ole major ingredient not rigorrusly defined by the surveJ was 
just what is meant by a "mass storage systan." For the roost part the 
survey treated it as a black oox whose (expected) behavior was def inerl 
quite clearly, rut whose contents were left largely untoocherl. The 
what of the matter was clear; the how it sha.tld be provided was not. 
Where Are we Going? 
In 1984, 1 e:e:e: 11eubers Willian Collins and Stephen Mi 11 er laborerl 
to give definition to the term mass storage systan in a paper presented 
at the Sixth I e:e:e: Symposiun on Mass storage Systsrs. 20 This definition 
was substantially developed m the ensumg year and a half, and 
presented again to the 11enbership.21 Their intent was two-fold: first, 
they~ to encairage vendors into the market place; this they did by 
identifying the varic:us nDdules and the interfaces that shruld ca11prise 
a mass storage systan. Second, they hopErl to improve cannmication 
arong people mterested by providing a ca111on vocab.tl.ary. 22 
20 Collins and M1 J J er, "~ Generic Model: A Beginning, " pp. 3 - 8. 
1 21 Collins and M1Jler, "Toward A Reference Model of Mass storage 
Systsrs," p. 3 - 16. 
22 Ibid., pp. 3, 4. 
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A Closer Icok 
To paraphrase an old idian: ignorance of the past insures it will 
becare the future. M.lCh has been learned, observed, and even written 
ataJt mass storage syste11S in the past dec:33e or so. M.lch is yet to be 
learned, as the hopes and dreats of the masses are yet to be fulfilled. 
Having highlightoo sare of the roore noteworthy events in the yesteryear 
of mass storage, let us procecrl to define a mass storage systan, 
recognizing that what it is in part (great or snail) is shaped by what 
it was not in the past. 
What It Is 
In their reference 11odel 23, Collins and M1 J J er identify seven 
principal mass storage systan entities: the application client, nare 
server, bitfile server, storage server, migration server, canrunication 
server, and site manager client. Each of these entities is a process 
that nust be in camunication with the other processes, and may reside 
an dissimilar hosts locatoo at separate sites. 
briefly described in the follc»1ing section. 
Reference Mooel 
Application Client 
These entities are 
The application client is one or many carpiter systans that 
perfor111S the main work of the site, work that requires roore storage 
capacity than is available local l y. The tt«>rk may be done by a single 
systan, by several sysi:e'rs, by a collection of workstatioos, by in-
23 Ibid., pp. 3 - 16. 
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dividuaJs at 
systan, and/or by 
........,, by applicatioos progra,s resident en a given 
systan. Generally, the 
applicaticn client includes the lunan interface, mainfra:ne processors, 
magnetic disk working space, and data networks with appropriate 
protocols. There may be many applicatian clients in the general systen 
description at a partia1J ar locatian. 
The applicaticn client is the user of the mass storage systen, 
and as defina:l above is a canp.iter systan of sate sort. Within each 
system a client process exists to translate user ccmnands into a formal 
• 
set of requests, representing the typical spectrum of cannands present 
in any file managanent systan (e.g. open, close, store, retrieve, file 
stab1s). This client process nust have the ability to transfer files 
to and fran the mass storage system. 
Nare Server 
As noted earlier, Collins and Miller indicate that the mass 
storage systan nust be capable of storing nanerl strings of bits uncon-
strained by size or structure. It is assumerl that what is stored in 
the mass storage system is a nanerl string of bits of arbitrary size, 
with no internal file structure. Th.ls the mass storage systan imposes 
no constraints on the file's size or structure, such as wculd be 
irnposs:i by a partio1l ar canp.iter system• s file managanent systan. The 
mass storage system will be expected to serve as file server to a 
variety of hosts. Collins and Miller use the teill\ "bitfile" to 
anphasize this lack of constraint en the file structure within the mass 
storage system. 
The mass storage systanwill identify this string of bits with a 
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bitfileJP. Users' requests for mass storage systen services will 
incl.u:fe the nane of the file as given by than; this nane may or may not 
be the bitfileID used by the mass storage systen to identify the bit 
string. Where it is not, a nsne server provides an index to convert 
the user nane to the systen nane. Generally, cne nane server will 
exist per applicaticn site, serving cne or many applicaticn clients at 
that site. 
Bitfile Server 
systan is providerl by another entity, the bitfile server. This entity 
accepts requests fran application clients to store or retrieve 
bitfiles, and contains the directory that catalogs the bitfile 
attrib.ltes and their physical locations in storage. It coosists of 
several major canpanents. 
The request processor accepts and executes requests to store, 
retrieve, manage, roonitor, control, or rrove bitfiles fran other mass 
storage systan entities, then quaies and schedlles these requests to 
provide opt:lmal response and rescurce use. 
access to enforce security and coordinate bitfile sharing to insure 
file integrity. 
The bitfile directory is the catalog of info:cmatian on the 
bitfiles, with info:cmaticn on each bitfile ~ in ,bitfile descrip-
tors. The bitfile directory manager provides access to the bitfile 
descriptors to enable the request processor to store, retrieve, and 
update bitfile descriptors. It also provides sequential read access to 
the bitfile directory for the migration server. 
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4. 
The storage manager manages and allocates space en the bitfile 
server's storage volutes. It selects the destinaticn storage server, 
then selects and aJ J ocates space in it, using infonnaticn in the 
bitfile dire:Locy to do so. The size of the bitfile, the response time 
desired, the protection desirEd, and the type of storage desired are 
aJJ considered in making this selection • Storage volmes walld be 
characterized by security level, ownership, and other attrib..ttes that 
walld also be considered by the storage manager is selecting where the 
bitfile walld be stored. 
Storage tables WCl.lld be maintained by the bitfile setver to 
and used space on each storage volute. 
Storage volmes may be gro.iped by characteristics noted aoove, so that 
space Sl.lllTlary information by volu1e may be kept on volune grrups as 
well. This information is used to aid the storage manager in the 
volute selection process. 
Storage Server 
The storage . . server is the part of the mass storage systan where 
the bitfiles are actually stored; typically, several layers of storage 
servers wi 11 exist in the mass storage system. The storage server may 
· be served by one bitfile server, or share a bitfile server with other 
storage servers. The storage server consists of three major 
carp:nents: the storage systa:n, the manager, and the bitfile 
11cver. 
The storage systa:n consists of the volunes used to store the 
bitfiles, the devices used to r8cKJ and write these volunes, and the 
device controllers used thsn. 
either randan or sa'.JUElltial s, or both, using rewritable or write-
ooce OB3ia, and using volutes with snail or large capacity. These 
be permanently m:,1nt:Ed, or they can be marrually or 
autanaticaJ J y 110 int:Ed. 
An autanatoo storage systen w111 rro mt and disato mt volunes as 
requested by the bitfile rrcver, selecting the appropriate devices, 
while avoiding conflicts of sinultanea.Js use of the storage server by 
other clients. 
The volute manager maintains a database of volute tables for its 
volutes. These volute tables will contain volute attriDltes such as 
the volunes physical 1nedia ID, location, stabis, access list, class of 
response, and use, with the table entries keyed by the volute ID. 
The bitfile rrcver 1toves bitfiles or parts of bitfiles between the 
storage system and the application client, or between the storage 
system and another storage server. Requests of bitfile 11ovenent will 
ca1e fran the bitfile server. The bitfile ,rover will schedule and 
execute these requests, attanpting to make the best use of the storage 
system, camunications server, and the application client rescurces. 
The bitfile rrcver is functianal.ly responsible for reading and 
writing data blocks on the volute, for ruffering data blocks, and for 
sending data to and fece.i ving data fran the application client. The 
application client may assurre sane of these functions, and in extra1e 
cases may directly interact with the storage devi~. 
To optimize perfonnance, large data blocks shruld be 11ova:'i in 
11cving bitfiles, and many bitfiles sha.tld be transferred sinultaneaJS-
ly. Large data tllffers shoold be used to minimize device reads and 
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writes. The bitfile ITDV8r's perfonnance en the 
capabilities of the camunications server, the storage systan, and the 
applicaticn client. 
Migration Server 
The migraticn server 11oves bitfiles fotm the applicaticn client's 
working space to the mass storage system and fran aie level of storage 
to another within the mass storage systan. It rrust prevent overflow 
at a given storage level. Generally, the migraticn server will ensure 
that the roost active bitfiles are located such that the fastest 
possible access is provided, and that the least active bitfiles are 
stor83 on the lowest cost-per-bit merliun. While the application client 
may request the bitfile be places in a given storage level, the 
migration server retains the frcx:rlan to 11ove the bitfiles as necessary 
so that optimal use of the storage server is made. 
camunications Server 
The camunicatians server transnits requests and replies, and 
large quantities of data at high spea3, between the mass storage system 
entities. camunicatian is synmetricaJ , between inteJ J igent entities 
(master-master type), which s:Implifies extension of the system and 
intrcrluctian of new technology. A high-perfo:cmance data path is 
required to handle the very high volute, high-speaj data flow between 
the applicaticn client and the storage server. 
Site Manager Client 
The site manager client is responsible for RDnitoring and coo.-
trolling the whole site. the client establishes policies for bitfile 
25 
migraticn belvan storage levels, and 11.::asures, such as passwords, to 
ensure the privacy and se:11rity of the bitfiles is maintained. 
What This Means 
Many users, faniliar with mass storage systems because they 
devel~ their own applicaticn-specif ic systers, caitriDlted to the 
developnent of this reference 11odel. Thej therefore call.d artioiJ ate 
quite clearly the functicnal.ity that nust be provided, and the 
interaction of the entities providing this functionality. Because the 
mass storage systen user camunity defined the 11Wel, new systers 
adhering to this m:xlel are likely to 11ect with wide user acceptance. 
This wel.1-definerl definition, as well as an understanding of users 
requiranents, will encairage vendors into developing true general-
p.ir:pose, blrnkey mass storage systers. 
,_. 
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3. OPl'ICAL DISK LIBRARY-B1QD MASS S'ltBAGE SYSTEMS 
RC'A demnstraterl the feasibility of the optical disk jukebox 
concept in Decanber of 1982 using an exploratory developtent 1,odel they 
'!WO engineering 11odel.s of this systan were sutsequently 
del.ivererl in mid-1984, one each to two gover111nent data processing 
facilities. RC'A' s develop1ent efforts were sponsored by the Air Ebrce 
and by NASA; both required systans that wa.tl.d provide fast, autanaterl 
access to large aramts of available data. RC'A' s optical disk jukebox 
systan was developed to provide five-second maxim..m access t.irre to 1250 
gigabytes of mass storage. 24 
follows. 
A brief description of the systan 
The optical disk jukebox systan is functionally divided into two 
units, a hardware/software controller and a disk drive. The hardware/-
software controller provides a control interface to the host systan for 
transnission of carmands and stab1s information, and a data interface 
for block data transfer. The cantroller was designed as a roodul.ar 
device so as to be flexible and adaptable and thus able to acccmoodate 
the widest range of user requiranents. It was also designed to be 
factory programtable to provide for simple integration into any user 
data processing facility. 
The disk drive unit serves as the basic read/write unit and does 
24 G. J. Amoon and J. H. Hcx>Ver, "A 1013 Bit Optical Disk Jukebox 
Systan," Digest of Papers, Prcx::. Sixth re:e:e: Symposiun en Mass Storage 
Systans, June 1984, pp. 61 - 65 (1984). 
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all the necessary functioos to manip.tlate the disk cartridges. The 
unit c:xntains 128 optical disks lDised in prota=Live cartridges, and 
the necessary rnec:hanisn to transport the disk cartridges to any fran 
the optical drives. 
The optical disk systan delivered and installed for NASA inter-
faces to a database t systan using a aJStan fiber-optic data 
b1s for data distribJtion. The b1s in configured as a star-topology 
network with seven active ports, and runs at 50 rregabits per second, 
with a rurst rate of 100 rregabits. The optical disk systan provides 
NASA's~ with access to the data an a physical track and sector 
basis; the ~ nust therefore keep track of data blcx:::k locatioos. The 
t systan contains three rrunicanp.1ter hosts 
interfaca3 to the b.ls ports and linked to each other via a shared 
11e1ory. prototype data base managanent systan 
using a mass storage systan to store packetized satellite sensor data 
collected fran NASA's deep space probes. The goal is to provide 
centralized archival storage of large a1omts of scientific data to an 
expanding mmber of users in the scientific camunity. 25 
The second optical disk systan is being used by the Air Force to 
store large image files for their Advanced Imagery Experimentation 
ProgrclTl. The Air Force developerl the A I e:p systan to evaluate 
techniques of rapid man.ip.tlation and analysis of reconnaissance imagery 
and cartographic and geodetic data. The optical disk systan provides 
25 George J. ·Anm:n, Joseph A. caJabria, and Inlglas T. Thanas, "A 
High-8pc00, Targa-Capacity, •Jukebox' Optical Disk Systan," Dim::f 
Papers, Proc. Seventh IP:ft:ft: Synp)siun en Mass Storage Systa1s, Nov lber 
1985 (1985), pp. 45,46. 
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high-spooo, large capacity, en-line storage to image files of 250 
kilobytes or rrore. 
For this applicaticn the optical disk systen was interf~ to a 
single minic:atp1ter using off-the-shelf network adapters; oistanizaticn 
of the optical disk systan•s hardware interface and controlling 
software was necessary. Whereas the data was accessed by track and 
sector addressing in the NASA system, access in the Air Force system 
was by disk and file Ilclre. Th.ls, the optical disk systan, not the 
application progran, manages the storage and retrieval. of files, which 
required a data base t systen to be developerl on the optical 
disk system to provide this functional.! ty. The neh«>rk interfacing 
approach was designed so as to allow easy expansion of the overall 
systan, either by the addition of other processors and/or by the 
addition of optical disk devices.26 
Both instaJ J atians are similar in that the minicartp.1ters were 
fran the sate vendor, using identical operating systars. Obvirusly, 
the optical disk systen were the sate. The systars differed radical J y 
in the way data was accessed: by physical address versus by file nane, 
with the necessary DIM3 to support this. They also differs:1 
the network interface used to interc::oonect the hosts 
and the optical disk systan. The network interface required 
01stanizatian of the optical disk library network interface in both 
cases. 
Both installations of RC'A's optical library exanplify the ongoing 
problem with mass storage systan: they end up being very applicatioo. 
26 Ibid., pp 47,48. 
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specific. Ii:wever, and this is nest ilnportant, these optical disk-
based mass storage system implarentatioos data1Straterl successfully 
that optical disk libraries can provide fast randan access to masses of 
data with very high I/0 rates. The jukebox coocept works! 
In early 1985, FileNet Q:>rporatian introduc:erl its dcx:111ent-image 
processing system, a system design.Erl to replace paper and the rooting 
of paper in paper-intensive applicatioos. Ebr11s were converted to 
digitized images that were then stor~ in an optical disk library, and 
could later be retrieved and pr:int~. This was, if yru wi J J , a mass 
storage system designed to store doo1rent images rather than digital 
data ( files) • Further, it was truly a turnkey, general-p.irpose mass 
storage system. Like the NASA and the Air Force systans, it 
deronstraterl the feasibility of using an optical disk library as a mass 
storage device.27 
The mass storage device used in their d0Cl11ent-image processing 
system was an optical disk library unit ( referred to as an OOAR 
(Optical Storage And Retrieval) system) designerl and wilt by FileNet 
Q:>rporatian. The OOAR device autanatically loads and unloads optical 
disk cartridges to and fran optical drives. It consists of two 
internal shelves for storing optical disk cartridges, a robot mechanisn 
for loading and unloading cartridges, and one to fa1r optical disk 
drives for reading or writing the optical disks. 
cantrolled by a microprocessor-based 
The robot is 
an operator 
27 otto A. Reichardt, "OOAR (Optical Storage And Retrieval): A 
Mass Produc:erl Autanaterl Mass Storage System," Digest of Papers, Proc. 
seventh , e:e:e: Syi1p:,siun an Mass storage Systans, Novenber 1985 ( 1985) , 
p. 69. 
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ini;ut/cutplt staticn that peimits a lunan-1:Cr-robot exchange of 
cartridges is provid83. This allows off-line cartridges (i.e. stored 
external to the unit) to be loade:i into the libracy for inclusicn in 
its repository of en-line cartridges, or for cartridges to be ra1oved 
fran the library for off-line storage. 
The device can be configured with either Optical storage Inter-
national' s laser drive 1200 or the Hitachi OD301 drive. Per cartridge 
capacity of the drives is 2 or 2.6 gigabytes (dcuble-sided), 
respectively. The unit has a capacity of either 64 optical disk 
cartridges, providing 128 or 166 gigabytes of storage, or 200 optical 
disk cartridges, providing either 400 or 520 gigabytes of storage. The 
03AR optical disk library, because it's been designed to have high 
availability and not loose information thrrugh failure, has been 
accepted as a general-p.irpose mass storage device. 
The AII1¥'s Digital Storage and Retrieval Engineering Data Systems 
(OORE:iS) and the Air Force's Fngineering Data Canputer Assisted 
Retrieval Systan (EIX'ARS) are exa11ples of the use of FileNet' s 03AR 
optical disk library as a mass storage device integrated into a mass 
storage systan. Both systan are being used to store and retrieve 
engineering data in digital for.mat; the optical disk library affords 
autanated access to many millions of engineering drawings contains 
information aboot varioos pieces of machinecy.28 
The success of both systems again underscores the viability of an 
optical disk-based library as a mass storage device. But here again, 
28 Abigail ~, "ISRft:t s~ 1 EH Based Ehgineering Systan 
Installed," Optical terory News, June 1986, pp. 14-21. 
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these mass storage system are quite applicaticn specific. There is no 
question, however, that the technology (hardware canpcnents) now exists 
to develop a turnkey, general-p.irpose mass storage system. 
Several vendors are now arerg:lng :In the marketplace with what are 
proposed-to-be general-PJ.rpose, turnkey mass storage system. Cne such 
vendor is Filerek, us:lng FileNet•s CSAR configured with Hitachi drives, 
and managed by Digital Equiprent Corporation minio::t1p.1ters. The system 
is designed so that variaJS vendor's ca1p.1ter can access the mass 
storage system thrrugh high-specrl network links. Users on varicus 
hosts can read, write, or check the status of files stored in the mass 
storage system. The mass storage provided by the system is 
hierarchical , ranging fran magnetic disk storage to optical disk 
cartridges shelved external to the optical disk library.29 
Filerek had previcusly developed an I13M 3851-based Sperry 
mainfra1e backend mass storage system; it was, like other mass storage 
systers, application specific. In the process, h:»1ever, they gainerl 
first-hand experience in designing a mass storage system. Further, 
they appear to understand quite well the requiranents and perfo:cmance 
expected of a general-PJ.rpose mass storage system. The mass storage 
system being introduce3 into the marketplace by than addresses, they 
feel, the probla1s faced by users relying on disk fat111S or tape 
libraries for mass storage of data. Their assertion is that their 
system provides the capabilities necessary to autanate the managanent 
of nulti-level storage this crldressing mass data storage 
29 John Burgess, "A Systan Approach Using Optical Disks To Solve 
The Mass Data storage Problan," Di~ of P~rs, Proc. Seventh I F:fi:e: 
Syitposiun an Mass Storage Systers, NOVJber 1985, pp. 74 - 76 (1985). 
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issues. It is there fore truly a general-?Jtpose, turnkey mass storage 
systen. M}1 assess1ent, having been given a daronstraticn of its 
capabilities and an overview of its architecb1re, is that it is indeal 
that. What is lacking at this point is endorsatent by the mass storage 
camunity, which will, if it does, ca1e with tine, as FileTek makes its 
presence in the marketplace known. 
There are other vendors offering optical disk libraries in the 
marketplace; little has been said to date abc:ut the use of these 
systars as a hardware cnttpanent in a mass storage systan. Cne such 
vendor is Hitachi, who offers a library unit capable of storing 80 
gigab}rtes per unit; the unit is part of a storage suhsystan, which can 
have fcur such units, tius offering 320 gigabsjtes of mass storage as a 
subsystan.30 E\Jjitsu is also developing an optical disk library with 
88 gigabytes of storage. The optical disk library is being designed to 
interface with the sc11e device-independent library interface already in 
use with other library systars developed by th.em. It wil J be yet 
another unit in a series of library systars, all designed to offer mass 
storage capabilities.31 
A relative newc:crter in the optical disk library marketplace is 
Sony, who is beginning to market what they've ter11ed as a "Writable 
Disk SUbsystan." The units contain optical disk drives develo:()83 by 
Sony, capable of storing 3.2 gigabsjtes per optical disk cartridge, and 
30 Michie Miyazake and Kenji Nishi, "Hitachi Optical Disk 
SUbsystans, 11 Digest of Papers, Proc. Seventh I e:e:e: Symposiun an Mass 
Storage Systars, Novenber 1985, pp. 62 - 68 (1985). 
31 Hiroyuki Tajiri and Shizue Abe, 11Develop1ent of Mass Storage 
System In E\Jjitsu, 11 Digest of Papers, Proc. Seventh 1e:e:e: Syrrposiun on 
Mass Storage Systans, Novsnber 1985, pp. 94 - 99 (1985). 
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can hold up to 50 cartridges, tbJs providing 164 gigabytes of storage 
per unit. Up to five such units can be linked together en ooe host 
interface, thus providing 820 gigabytes of storage in ooe mass storage 
systan. 32 Sony is 01rrently working with u. s. Design Corporaticn, a 
major vendor of optical disk host interfaces, to turn their library 
unit into a turnkey mass storage system. 
32 Sony sales brocb.Jre. 
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4. OPl'ICAL DISK ·rEOmitDI 
Optical recording and reading techniques have been under intense 
developtent for over two decades; data storage devices using these 
techniques are finally reaching maturity.33 Replacing magnetic storage 
11e::3ia with optical storage 11edia has been proposed as the soluticn to 
data processing' s lrunger for irore capacity, a lrunger which shows no 
sign of abating. According to Riordan, optical storage is expectoo to 
provide up to 100 t.ines the infonnatian capacity of the equivalent area 
of magnetic media.34 In spite of the benefits to be afforderl by 
optical disk, and the obvic:us necrl ncM for such capacity, perfecting 
the technology has not been easy. Riordan goes on to note requirsnents 
set forth by developers for optical data storage materials, and to 
describe the advances in optical recording and reading and in optical 
media. These follatJ. 
Easbnan Kodak Research Laboratories in Rochester, NY, have 
identifi83 seven key requirements for optical storage 1redia, sane of 
which follow. The recording layer materials nust be sensitive enoogh 
to be marked by a O. 2-nanojoole exposure per square micrareter, yet 
they nust be .imlune to degradation when exposed to 100 million passes 
of laser light at the sate wavelength as the write laser, rut with less 
33 Di Chen, Maarten de Haan, and Chris Steenbergen, "Optical 
t«srory Research Pays Off," D:11piter Decision, 10/1/84, p. as. 
34 J. Tiroothy Riordan, "Optical Data storage: ~ia Is The 
An&Wer," Photcnics Spectra, July 1984, p. 45. 
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power. In other words, they rrust not deteriorate when read. The raw 
bit error rate for data storage applicatioos rrust be 10-5 or less, 10-
12 with error correction CXJding. The 11edia nust have a m1n.1nun keeping 
span of 10 years. The recording surface nust provide for absolute 
protecticn of the recording surface fran microscopic dust particles. 
Finally, autanated marrufacturing techniques rrust :pennit low-cost 
producticn of lab-develops3 11edia. 
By mid-1984, write-cnce 11Edia level of 
refinement and was evolving into well-defin.Erl products. Several 
vendors with products were identified, offering drives with 11Edia 
capacity of either 1 or 1.3 gigabytes, an a 12-inch dia1eter disk. 
Average access time ranged fran 180 to 250 milliseconds, with 
contirrucus data rates ranging fran 263 to 810 kilobytes. cne vendor, 
Storage Technology Coqx>ration, offered a drive that used 14-inch 
diateter disks with 4 gigabytes of storage capacity, with average 
access times of one-half that offered by any other vendor's drive and 
contirrucus data rates twice as fast as any other drive listerl. As for 
erasable nedia, it was still in a developnent stage, and was expected 
to mature two to three years behind write-once technology. 
By the end of 1984, several vendors announcerl doa.ment storage 
devices based on write-once optical technology. Included in these were 
Philips (Optical Storage International) and Hitachi; FileNet 
Coqx>ratian of califomia its docunent-jmage processing 
systan, based en an optical disk library unit using either the Optical 
Storage International drive or the Hitachi drive. As was noted in the 
preceding chapter, two systalS devel.ops3 for the military used this 
36 
library unit as their mass storage devices. 
The writing method used to record data on write-cnce 11edia uses a 
laser heating effect that causes ablation, deformation, rubble fanning, 
or rrel.ting. Varicus fot11s of 1nedia have been developerl with writing 
sensitivity and read-rut signal enhancerl by the use of nultilayer 
structures that take the fonn of bilayer, trilayer, and quadrilayer 
11edia using anti-reflective and reflective coatings. The sensitive 
recording material is protected by air sandwich lanination; the 
transparent substrate for11s the protective barrier for the information 
layer, making the Irmia insensitive to dust and other contaninatian. 35 
The roost popllar write-once/read only material for the 
information layer is the ablative roonolayer tel J uriun al 1 oct. In 
ablative optical recording use is made of the.effect that vapor melting 
or evaporation of a thin layer has on that layer to induce geanetrical 
changes in it which give rise to optically detectable effects.36 en a 
12-inch diareter disk, the Irmiun has a capacity of abcut 1 gigabyte 
with a bit error rate (with error correction) of 1 bit in 1 trillion 
(10-12). The 1nedia will have a writing life of greater than five 
years, and a reading life of greater than ten years.37 other research 
on the oxidation effect on tel 1 uriun-based optical disk Irmiun have 
35 Di Cllen, Maarten de Haan, and Cllris Steenbergen, "Optical 
Maoory Research Pays Off," p. 27. 
36 G. Bcuwh..ti.s et al., Princi~es of Optical Disk ~tars, 
(Bristol, Great Britain: Adan Hilger L., 1985), p. 215. 
37 Di Olen, Maarten de Haan, and Cllris Steenbergen, "Optical 
terory Research Pays Off, " p. 28. ,, 
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of the rre.iia to be rrore than ten years. 38 
Optical Storage Intematianal, in their product specificaticn manual, 
stat.es the life characteristics of the 11edia to be thirty years! 39 A 
of ten years appears to be a credible estimate; tine 
11ost likely w1 J J ccnfitm rather than refute this estimate. 
Regardless of theorized life 
rrust be taken until the characteristics of the rtmia are fi1J Jy knoim. 
As magnetic tape matursi as a storage rtmia, nuch was learned along the 
way atxx.it it. 
envirarnent in which it shoo.ld be stored, and that periodic exercising 
of it was nOOOed to insure data integrity. The sare understanding of 
optical 111edia will ca1e with experience with the 11edia. 
Sony's recently introduced optical disk drive uses an aJJO'j 
method of recording. This method uses bilayer structures of elaren.ts 
or canpcunds such as Plati.mJn-Silicon or Rhodiun-Sil.icon. These 
elsnents or canpcunds aJJO'f as a result of laser heating.40 The 
advantage of the aJJO'j method is that no air gap nust exist above the 
recording surface, as is the case with the ablative nrnolayer telluriun 
allO'f. As a result, the recording surf ace is canpletel y sealed, tin.Is 
not subject to the surface oxidation en.camtered with the air sandwich 
method necessary with the ablative record.ing method. Sony cla.ins a 
38 MJ.tsuo Takenaga and Masanari Mikoda, "Optical Msoories" 
Alm~ Sanicanductor Technol5ties and Devices, ed. Y. Hanakawa, (Ams an, Netherlands: North Ho aiid, 1984), p. 282. 
39 Optical Storage International I.aserdrive 1200 Media Product 
Specif'icatian, Spec: 75111391, Rev: B, 11/86, p. 13. 
40 G. Bcuwh.lis, J. Braat, A. Huijser, J. Pasnan, G. van RosnaJen, 
and K. r Imnink, Principles of Optical Disk Systeas, p. 220. 
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of thirty years.41 
~ many (\tlEM) technology, poses by its very nature fundatentaJ 
problets in interfacing N:B1 optical disk drives to host CX11p.1ters. 
The inability to erase previoosly recorded data runs contrary to basic 
characteristics of any operating systan and storage archite:Lure. 
several methods can be used to handle this: sectors to be rewritten can 
be in effect "faulterl" to a new sector. Another approach is to use a 
magnetic disk cache to tanporarily store volatile files such as 
directory files, while rrore static files wcul.d be written directly to 
the disk. At sa1e interval in time, or on diSTO.l[lt of the disk, the 
cached files wculd also be written (rewritten) to the optical disk. 
Interfacing optical drives to a host carrplter requiroo that a 
controller be developerl, as controllers for Winchester drives will not 
work for optical drives. Optical drives have a nuch slower data rate 
( typical J y five to ten times slower) , different error correction codes 
and recording fonnats that Winchester drives. The Snail OlTplter 
Syst.ats Interface (SO,I) is growing in pc>pJlarity as an optical disk 
interface.42 Therefore, to interface optical disks to a given host, 
vendors nust develop a controller (hardware) and a device driver 
(software) • As can be expected, these wi 11 not be wi thcut their CMD. 
quirks, which will only add to the initial unpredictability of the 
technology. 
41 Product presentatioo. by Willian Olnners, Accamt :Executive, 
Optical Storage Technologies Gralp, Saly Infonnation Systars etrrpany. 
~ 
(;j 
42 Joe Jaworski, "Lasers Anticipate Mass (Storage) Appeal," 
Hardcopy, February 1986, p. 47. 
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'ItJe fact that l«Bt disks are not rewritable a:wears to be at 
first a major short-caning. lbeler, 
where this property is an asset, not a liability. '1he ability to 
re:ord data that cannot be altered is desirable for such awJ.icatiais 
as arch! val storage, disk backups, data capture, and j rurnaling. 
40 .' 
.. 
Laboratories provides software and catlfllter services support to two 
AT&T Mask Sh::>ps. Both mask shops provide photanasks that are used in 
the production of integrated ciro.iits. 
A large volute of data is required to support this activity. 
Typically, eight to twenty photanasks are required to produce a single 
integrated ciraiit. The data nOOOed to define a given mask is detailed 
by data files, with a nonn of ten files per mask. Thus, a single 
integrated cirruit requires fran eighty to two hundred files, ranging 
in size fran six kilobytes to thirty-three megabytes each. As the 
ca11plexity of VISI ciraiits cantirnles to increase, so will the cllDlD.t 
of data Ileooed to support this phase of the circuit marrufactur.1.ng 
process. 
At present there are 130,000 files, equal to 40 gigabytes of 
data, archived to support AT&T' s mask-making process. A snail 
this data is an-line: 1. 4 gigabytes of storage is 
allocated for files of this type. The b.tlk of this data is now stored 
an over three hundred magnetic tapes ( 2400 feet each, 6250 bpi 
recording density) . As data is required to make or remake a mask, 
files that are not on-line are retrieved fran these tapes. DJring a 
given day, anywhere fran twenty to fair hundred files are retrieved 
fran these tapes. 
These files now are obvioosly retrieved f:catt tape with the 
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· assistance of an operator. 
1101nted da1Jy is unpredictable; it depends both en the runber of f1Jes 
to be retrievm and en how scattered these files are en the tapes. 
1'ilditia:ial tine is required to sequentially ... --s the file(s) frat, the 
tapes(s) cnce they are 11omted. 
For several years we have ooen tracking the devel.op1ent of 
optical disk libraries. we theorized that replacing the tape arch! ve 
system with an autanated optical disk library archive system wculd 
afford several ~antages. First, it wruld eliminate the nooo for 
operator interventicn; we wanted twen.ty-farr hair, seven day access to 
; 
this data. Autanated access to this data wruld cauplement an alr~y 
Second, in tine it wruld eliminate 
the magnetic tape archive systen. Third, it wruld better support the 
growing volute of data that nust be archived by the mask shops, and 
support archival storage with autanated access of additional data not 
archived nCM because of the associated expense in doing so. Falrth, 
with all the data available on-line, varirus analysis of this data 
cculd be dcne that hitherto was not practical. Additional, airrently 
unanticipated uses of this data were expected to e1erge once autanated 
access was possible, as is often the case when new systans are 
implemented. Last, because the optical disk cartridges are 
inexpensive, we anticipated using the library unit for autanated 
backups of magnetic disks. 
In early 1986 we p.irchases FileNet's CEAR 64 optical disk library 
unit, with the intenticn of developing a mass storage system based on 
it. we were cc.nvi.nc83 that the. earliest a general-p.irpose mass storage 
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wculd be available f ran air 
ca1piter ven:lor was mid-1988. No other ca11nerciaJ Jy available mass 
storage systan9 were available; nooe appeared to be fo 
Having recognized the benefits in doing so, we were willing to 
undertake the devel.opnent effort. This neant finding a host interface 
with a suitable device driver, and also 1,eant we had to develop the 
appropriate software. 
storage system was bom! 
So once again, an application-specific mass 
I was faniliar with the :re:e:e:•s Basic Reference ?«rlel. for mass 
storage systa,s, and ha3 conceptualized a systan that included the 
major canpanents identified in the reference 1100el. Ha\10ver, C11r neoos 
were not as grandiose as those who had pioneered before us. The 
optical disks wculd be interf ac:83 to an existing super-minica11fllter, as 
wculd also the serial interface to control the robot transport 
mechanisn. I wculd develop the necessary software to catalog the 
user's files, and the availability of space on 
individual platters. we wculd p.irchase, rather than develop, the host 
interface and device driver. 
In late Spring, 1986, only one vender exis~ in the marketplace 
that offered a 80,I interface for rur catlfllter system. They had 
significant experience developing or a1111 ating interfaces for rur 
systans, and thus I concluded they cail.d provide a reliable interface. 
SUch logical thinking was rrcot, hof,..,ever, as they were the anl y vendor 
offering an interface. 
-
... ' .. 
interface,· I discovered that the software 
tell~ by than as optional was not so optional, unless we wan~ to 
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write the device driver. It becaue cl.ear that they md nuch to yet 
learn atx:ut interfacing optical disks, and that I had sate things to 
learn atx:ut insuring the obvioos was indeed obvioos to all parties 
concerned. In part, the vendor assuned that because their interface 
a111J ated the host vendor's storage architecture, it calld ta] k to the 
optical disk as if it were any other disk. Obvioosl y, it wasn't. For 
the sake of canparison, to be given shortly, I'll identify this vendor 
as vendor· A. 
Abalt the t.ime vendor A was crossed off rey list of interface 
vendors ( shruld I say vendor? ) , a new player a1erged, whan I ' 11 cal J 
vendor B. By mid-July, their interface was instaJ Jed on a.ir host for 
evaluation. niring the ensuing three and a ha] f ironths, two major 
probla1s were identified, ooly one of which was corrected. 
I first discovered what was later identified as a bJs contention 
problem. The interface incorrectly addressed the host bJs registers, 
which wculd eventual Jy beca1e corrupted, causing the host operat.ing 
system to reset the b.ls. This in tum causerl cur network to 
11anentarily go down. Not good! 
The vendor took atx:ut two roonths to diagnose and resolve this 
problem. By early Ck:tober, we were ready to resure testing. I 
discovered, as I repeatedly copied data to and fran the optical disk, 
and carpared the sc:urce and destination files after each COf1i, that 
data was being corrupted in the transfer. I also discovered that 
network.data transfers were at times also experiencing data corruption. 
After several weeks, the vendor identified the new problem as another 
hardware problem. The interface was al J owing other rus devices to do 
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dynanic 11e1ory accesses en the rus whenever it was given the right to 
do so. 
In spite of several attsnpts, vendor 
the problan. E\lrther, even if they were, I was not sure I co1Jd trust 
the integrity of the interface. The nagging questicn "What else?" 
watld linger for a lcng time in my mind. Clearly, it was t1me to 
vendors. 
Diso1ssians with Optical Storage 
1986 identif ierl several new contenders. Vendor A was still arrund, of 
crurse; by n.CM, vendor C had erergerl with the na:essary software to 
drive their interface. Both vendors A and C n.CM were marketing their 
canbinerl products. Another vendor, vendor D, was marketing a product 
that userl vendor A's interface and vendor C's device driver; to this 
they had Gdderl an additional layer of functionality. Two other 
vendors, vendors E and F, 'i.1ere also identifierl. 
cn exaninatian, I discovererl the joint-effort product offered by 
vendors A and C watld not be suitable for rur intended application. It 
watld be incapable of handling the m.mber of files we anticipated 'it1e 
watld store an a given disk because of the method vendor C chose to 
handle the directory files on the optical disk. Second, the method the 
device driver used lll accessing directories WCW.d cause perfonnance 
derJradation and unnecessarily waste optical disk space. Vendor D only 
added an unnecessary layer of overhead to the interface. Vendor F 
tumed ait to be an excellent candidate for a false advertising suit. 
This left vendor B, and one new contender, vendor E. 
vendor B's interface failerl because the 
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flaNed; the cxntroJ J er was designed by yet another vea:lor. Vea:lor B's 
software, however, appeared to be withcut flaw. I decided to evaluate 
the secood interface offera:i by than en a snaller :tK:st systan, which 
used a different b.Js archita:b1re than the systan initially used to 
evaluate vendor B's product. The interface passed all tests, and I now 
an ccnfident it is an acceptable optian. 
1n getting their interface 
working an arr host, althrugh "it has worked an h.mdreds of others." 
AsSlllling it will work, I have reservatioos aba.lt sa1e restrictioos it 
places en creating the directory structure an the optical disk. It is 
also not clear whether it provides a transparent user interface for 
., 
progran acx:ess to the files stored en the optical disk, both at the 
I 
file and at the record level. 
to find and qualify an interface for 
the optical disk drives used in cur optical disk library. The ability 
to create and maintain the necessary data structures to manage the 
library unit, and the ability to control the robot transport mechanisn, 
have been daronstrated. With al l the canponents now in place, the 
optical archive systan can be turned into a real ity. Now the questioo 
has becate 11Shaild it?". 
In the year that has passed, one vendor 
marketplace with a product. Olrsory evaluation of their product has 
led us to canclude it is still econanicaJ l·y practical for us to 
canplete develop1ent of air own system. The soan-to-OCOJr arergence of 
Saly's library unit warrants evaluation of air alternatives yet again. 
And, we are a year closer to the Entrance of cur ca1p.1ter vea:lor' s 
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product into the marketplace. We are ca1P91 Jal to aga1 n evaluate this 
alternative as well. 
Olr experience with the optical disk drives, while successful, 
Several roonths after we recei~ the 
library unit, we were request83 to send cne, then the other back to 
File.Net for hardware upgrcdes and improvements. The turnaramd time 
for each drive has been abrut two to three nrnths. We had no sooner 
canpleted this process when we were notified that another iteration of 
the process WCllld be necessary. This was and is not a major annoyance, 
because the library unit is not in production use. If it were, '118 
WCllld find this intolerable. 
Olr approach to developing an optical disk library-based mass 
priority project. 
is not for us a top 
The anticipated benefits justified the efforts 
involved in developing the systan. 
predictable and anticipated obstacles to developing the system have all 
txxn sumnmtable or cira.mventable. But we clearly have been working 
against time. Whether time has run Cllt an rur efforts is not clear as 
yet. 
Olr experience has not been unique aoong those who have lived on 
the bleeding edge of new technologies. Write once, read many optical 
disk technology offers significant benefits; its time has (alm:>st) 
ca,e. 
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The ncxxl for large capacity machine-referenceable storage beyood 
that offered to host canp.1ters by local disk storage will continue to 
exist within the data processing camuni ty. IndEXXi, it will escalate 
just as will the need to store ey 
The mab1rmg of optical recording and reading techniques provides 
a technology an which to base a new generation of mass data storage 
syststs. Write once, read many optical media and erasable optical 
1redia will both provide data storage capacity in the h.mdreds of 
gigabytes. A thorrugh understanding both of user's mass data storage 
requiranents and of the functional elsrents of a general-p..1rpose mass 
storage systan will insure vendor developnent of such syststs. Throogh 
the pioneering efforts of many, the efforts to document user 
requirsrents and to define a reference 11cdel by others, and the 
maturing of a new technology, general-p.irpose, turnkey mass storage 
syststs have becane a reality. 
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